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§ 1. Introiluction

A point C : eiu on the unit circle C,: lzl : I is said to be a X'atou
point of a function /(z) defined in the unit disk D : lzl < | provided
there is a constant c such that f(z) has angular limit c in each Stolz
angle at ö; c is called the X'atou value of f(z) at (. In case f(z) is a
bounded analytic function, fhen f(z) has c as I'atou value at ( if and
only if /(z) has radial limit /(() : c 3.1 l:

f(q : hrl/(r() ;

and by n'atou's theorem, /(f) exists for almost every point, ( (i.e. for
almost every value of 0, 0 10 12n).

fn [6, Theorem 4] Seidel proved the following improvement of a theorem
of R,. Nevanlinna:

Theorem 0. Let w : f(") be a bound,eil, anal,ytic functi,on i,n D:

|l@)l < t .

Suppose f(z) has radial limi,ts of mod,ulus one at almost euery point of an
open erc A om C,. Denote bg E* the set of rad,ial l,i,nxi,ts f(q, C e A, that
lie on the ci,rcle C.: lwl: t. If f(z) has a si,ngulari,ty on A, then 8,, is
the whole ci,rcle C..

fn Theorem 0, it follows that E. has the sa,me property on each subarc
of A containing a singularity of f(z). We consider the following question.
If E* is any set on C. and .8. is the set of al,l points e, on C, such that
f(q e E*, whab metric properties does Z, have in each neighborhood of a
singularity ( of f(z) on A? Theorem 0 only asserts that there is a non-
empty subset of E, in each open arc containing e.

A bounded analybic frurction /(z) constructed in 12, Theorem l2],
originally due to J. A. Jenkins, serves to illustrate the problem. The function

/(z) has radial limits of modulus one at almost every point f on G (thus

lf@l < t) and each point ( is a singularity of f(z). Also, there exists
a set K, of measure zero otl C, lhat satisfies the following: Each point
of K, is a X'atou point of f(z), and. on each subarc of Cn lhere is a subset
of R, for which the corresponding set of X'atou values corrers C.. Thus,
given any set -&, on C*, if
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Et:{E:f(QeE*},
then conceivably ,&a could be of measure zero on some subarc of C,.

However, as to be shown in Theorem l, this is not the case provided -O,,

has positive inner Lebesgue measure.
In Section 3 functions of class (U) a,re considered. By a simple appli-

cation of a well-known extension of Löwner's lemma, a general inequality
on the inner a,nd outer measures of '&, and E. can be obtained for functions

/(z) of class (U) satisfying /(0):0. Infact,if E" and E. aremeasurable,
their measures are equal. fn Section 4 some limitations on the distribution
of the set E" are pointed out.

X'inally, in Section 5 our results are used to answer negatively a question
concerning the distribution of X'atou points of normal analytic functions
posed by Bagemihl and Seidel [, page l0].

§ 2. The ilistribution o[ Fatou points

A measurable set .D on C, is said to be metrically dense at a point

C e C, provided

m(EnA)>0
for every operr arc A on C, containing C, where za denotes Lebesgue

measure.
Theorem 1. Let f(z) be a bound,ed, analyti,c function i,n D:

I/(z)l < t .

Buppose f(z) has rad,i,al,limits of modulus one at almost et,ery point of an open

arc A on Co. Let E- be uny subset of C,., and define

Er:{C:f(()eE*}.
If E* is a Borel set, m(E*)) 0, then E" is metrically d,ense at each

si,ngulari,ty of f(z) oru A.
In general,, for each si,ngularity C of f(z) on A and each open &rc

AoCA, CEAo,

mi(D,i Ar) > 0 if mt(E,") > 0

ancl

m"(Erl1 Ao) < m(Ao) if m"(8.) z-2n ,

where r.tlr and, rrls d,enote inner and, outer Lebesgue nleasure respect'ittely.

Proof. Suppose E* is a Borel sel, m(E*) ) 0. Then -8. is measurable
(see [4, Corollary]). Take any singularity I of f(z) on A and any open
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arc Ao c A, C e Ao. We can &ssume C : l, or ot'herwise consider the

function /((z). Then, by [6, Theorem 8], there exists a point us, lr.,rol < I'
and a sequence {2,}, lz,l <L, z^'-->1, such that

(l) f(2"):w6, n:L,2,....
The linear transformation

w-uo
r:Y)(w): t-rvilt)

carries Z. onto a set E. on C.: lzl : I satisfying

m(D") > 0 .

As a,--+ I, the linear transformations of lz] < I onto itself given by

o-Lry

(2) E^@):#L -r .n.

converge uniformly to I on each compact subset of lzl < t that does not
contain z: - l. X'or, if lz*l I > ä, lzl 11, and zo is sufficiently
close to 1, then

lzl - Z^\ - (I - z"\l 4lv"@)-rl:ff.rlt-2"1 .

Thus each function g,(z) maps a subarc A* of C, onto /s, where

(3) limm(4"):2n.
Consider the sequence

7 : g"(z) : rp(f@"(z))) .

Let

?": {e : g"(Q e C, - E,) .

Each .[,, ismeasurable since -F, correspondsunder g"(z) tothemeasurable
set -F', given by

Ir:{C:/(() € g*- E*};

.8. being measurable because E, is a Borel set [4, Corollary]'
By (t) and (2), g,(0) : 0 for each n, and, by Theorem 0, the set of

radial limits g"(0, e eP,n A^, covers C, - E" An extension of
Löwner's lemma [5, page 34] implies

(4) m(I"11 A") 1m(C, - E,)

: Zn - rn(E,) ,
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where m(8") > 0.

It follows that

(5) m(Irfi Ad < m(Ao) ,

for otherwise

m(1"t1 A"): m(A"), lL: L,2,... ,

and, by (3),

lirlnm(?"fl A^) :2n ,

which contradicts (a). By Theorem 0, every point of d- is a radial limit
of f(z) ott Ao, and so

(6) m(Erfi Ao) * m(Erfl Ad: m(Ad .

By (5) and (6),

m(Erft,4o)> O.

Thus "E', is metrically dense at ( : l.
Now chooseanysingularity ( of f(z) on A andanyopen arc Arc A,

e e Ao. If. mt(E*) ) 0, lef E| be a closed set such thaf E. c E* and
m1E'*1> o. Set

E'r:{C:fg)eE*}.
Since .oj is a Borel set,, E', is metrically dense at 6. Thus, since D'g c Ea,

mi(E,ll /o) > O.

Now suppose m"(8,) 12n. Let

F:: {C tf(e) eC* - E"} .

By what was just proven, since mi(C. - E.) ) 0,

m{X;0.Ao)>0.

By Theorem 0, the set of radial limits /(f), C e Ao, covers C., and so

m(Ao): m"(Ee fl 1o) * m{l,fl As)

) m"(Ert ao).

This completes the proof.

§ 3. Functions of class (U)

ff a bounded analytic function f(z) in D has radial limits of modulus
one at almost, every point of Co (thus lf@l < 1), then /(z) is said to
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belong to the class (U). It is apparent how Theorem I applies to functions
of 'class (U).

X'or functions /(z) of class (U) satisfying /(0) : 0, f,öwner's lemma
&ssumes the following form.

Theorem 2. Let f(z) be of class (U), /(0) : 0. Let E. be any subset

of C-, and, set

Ee:{t:f($eE-}.
Then

(7) ru{Es) <m,(t-) and, mi(E*) < m"(Eq) .

If E. i,s a Borel set, them

(8) m(E) : m(8.) .

Proof. Let

Fr : {C:/(f) € C. - E*} .

Since /(z) is of class (U),

m(E,U I:):2n.
By the extension of Löwner's lemma in [5, page 34],

(9) mt(E.) {m,(E*)

and

mr(I) 1m,(C. - E*)

: Zn - mt(E*) .

Thus

(I0) m;(E-) 12n - mr(I;)
: m"(E:) .

By (9) and (10), we have (7).

If E- is a Borel set, then Z- is measurable, and (7) implies (8).

§ t[. Limitations on the ilistribution of Fatou points

The lower mean metri,c d,ensity of a measurable set E on C, at a point
f e C, is defined to be

m(E fi A")
ö- (E ,61 : Iim inf ,;: ,
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where .4" is the open arc on C, of length 2e and midpoint 6. It is a
fundamental result in measure theory that

ö-(E , r): r

at almost every point C e E. Thus, it is evident that given two measurable
sets -8, and E, on an open arc A on C,,

m(Er)>0, m(Er)>0,

both Z, and E, can be metrically dense at every point of A, but it
cannot be the case that both -8, and E, have positive lower mean metric
density at each point of ,4.

Therefore, in Theorem I it is not, necessarily the case that E, }nas

positive lower mean metric density at each singularity of J@) on .4. X'or,
if E. is a Borel set on C*,

andeach €eA isa
considering the sets

where

singularity of f(r), wo arrive at such a conclusion by

tt: Erfi A, Ez: F'n A,

Fe:{å'f@ec*-E*}.

§ 5. An application to normal analytic tunctions

Let f(z) be meromorphic in D. Then /(z) is said to be normal if
and only if the family

lz*a'\
f\T+*), lal (I,

is normal in the sense of Montel, where conrrergence is defined in terms of
the spherical metric.

In [, Theorem 3], Bagemihl and Seidel proved that if the set of X'atou
points of a normal analytic function /(z) is of measure zero ofl a subarc
A of C,, then /(z) has oo as & X'atou value at some point of .4. In the
same paper is shown the following: Given any e ) 0, there exists an
analytic function /(z) normal in D such that the set of Fatou points of
/(z) has measure less t'han e, but oo is not a Fatou value of /(z). Horv-
ever, the set of Fatou points of f(z) is an open subset of C, and the fol-
lowing question remained unanswered. If E t is the set of tr'atou points of
a normal analy'tic function /(z) in D and
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0 <m,(E,t Ao) <m(Ao)

for each subarc Ao of an arc'A on C,, need. oo be a X'atou value of /(z)
at a point of A? The following theorem answers this question negatively.

Theorem 3. Gi,uen e ) 0, there erists an ana,l,yti,c Junction f(z) normal,
i,n D for whi,ch 8,, the set of Patou poi,nts of f(z), sati,sfies

(rI) 0<m(E"nA)<m(A)

for each subarc A of C, and, rn(E) 1e, but q 'is not a Xatou aalue of
f(z).

Proof. By Bagemihl a,rrd Seidel's result 11, Theorem 41, there exists
an analybic furrction w : g(r) normal in lzl < I for which .&,, the set
of X'atou points of g(t), satisfies

0<m(8,)<e,
and o is not a Fatou value of g(z). As noted previously, -O. is a,n open
subset of C,: lzl : l The function g(z) is in fact finiteandcontinuous
at each point of E, and does not have an asymptotic value at any point
of C, - 8".

Let r : g@), 0 : q(0), be a function of class (U) for which every
point of C, is a singularity of E@). We claim that the function

w : l@) : g(q(z)) ,

which is normal in D (see [3, page 57]), has the required properties.
Let

(12) E:: {C: e([) e E,)

and

Ir:{etV(qeC,-8,}.
Since E" is a Borel set, both .O- and 7'. are metrically dense at each
point of C, by Theorem 1. Thus (11) holds for E" defined by (12). Also,
by Theorem 2,

m(E;) : m(8,) 1e .

It only remains to prove that E, is the set of n'atou points of /(z). Since
g(z) is finite and continuous at each point of 8,, t},is will also show that
co is not a tr'atou value of /(z). Finally, 'w'e need only verify t}lrat E:
is the set of points ot:, C, at which /(z) has a radial limit since, by a theorem
of Lehto and Virtanen 13, Theorem 21, ( is a tr'atou point of f(z) it and only
if f(z) has a radial iimit at C.

If C e Ei, then the radial lirrrit g() e 8". Since 9(z) is continuous
at each point of 8,, the radial limit /(6) : g(V(e» exists.
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If 6 e E r, then there &re two possibilities: Either e e X: or

CeEtUl( If Ce Ip then q(il exists, but, g(qeE,. As noted
previously, w : Sk) does not have an asymptotic value at any point
of C, -,0,. Thus /(z) doesnothave aradiallimit at (. X'inally, suppose

e e E"u ?"' Then 
rm ,(rf)
r+l

does not exist. The set of limit points of r : g(r() as r -> I is a continuum
B in lzl < I containing more than one point. If
(r 3) ,,5fTe): l* f@(ril) - c

were to exist, then g(r): c for each z €§, lzl < l. Thus § lies on
C,, for otherwise g(r) - c by the identity theorem. But if § lies o\ C",

t}aen g@) maps the radius at ( onto &n arc y, n ftl ( I that converges
to the subarc § of Q, a,nd

,\\ot') 
: 

" '
t€yt

Then, by a theorem of Bagemihl and Seidel [1, Theorem l], g(t) : c,

which is not the case. Hence the limit (13) cannot exist, and ( is not a

X'atou point of /(z).

Iltichigan State University
Michig&r, U.S.A.
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